
"Conducting Internet Research"

I. Differences between search engines
A. Search Engine

1. program searches database of key words relating to web
pages.

2. Example: Altavista
3. use this method to search for a specific subject

B. Directory
1. Index: category->sub-category->another sub-category
2. Example: Yahoo
3. use this method to amass knowledge

C. Metasearch engine
1. also called �all-in-one� search engine
2. does not maintain its own database
3. submits query to other search engines
4. hits are grouped according to search engine

II. Refining your search
A. Natural Language Search

1. not supported by all search engines; check help section or
tips of the particular search engine

2. type a question into the search bar
B. Boolean Search

1. AND: War AND Peace will return documents that contain
the word War and the word Peace.

2. OR: Use OR to retrieve documents that include any of the
search words. Example: dog OR canine

3. NOT: Use NOT to indicate a word that must not appear in
the documents. Example: dolphins NOT NFL

4. DOUBLE QUOTES: Use double quotes around a phrase to
focus your   the actual phrase. Example: "you ain't
nothing but a hounddog"

5. Combining Boolean Operators: +recipes   +"chocolate
cake"   -nuts

C. Additional Advice
1. consult the tips or help section of a particular search

engine to see what additional search options it utilizes
(e.g. Field Searching)

2. specialized search engines index collections of materials
that relate to particular fields or subjects.
(http://www.searchability.com/about.htm)



Search Engines
Google
http://www.google.com/
Offers both webcrawler and web directory search options

Altavista
http://altavista.digital.com
Hits ranked by frequency that word/terms appear in text.

Excite
http://www.excite com
Uses synonyms---> "More like this feature"

Yahoo
http://www.yahoo.com
Subject guide directory.

Hotbot
http://www.hotbot.com
�Search Smarter� feature simplifies narrowing your query

Northern Light
http://www.northernlight.com/
Supports Natural Language as well as boolean search

All-in-One (Meta) Search Engines

All in One Search Page
http://www.allonesearch.com/
access 800 search engines, databases, indexes, directories

www.dogpile.com
Custom Search tool allows user to determine which search engines are
queried and in what order

Additional Resources

Guides to Specialized Search Engines
http://www.searchability.com/about.htm


